
I saw de Rose on Septber 16, l971l, at 10:05 a.m. and
executed the instructions in that cable. However, the
last part on the de Rose channel we have not executed.
You should see me about that after Boman finishes doing
a cable on my meeting with de Rose.

In my meeting with de Rose, al]. I did was give him the
Washington answer, for which he was grateful, then I went
on and told him we were going to be recommending some
Ministerial guidance for the Defense Ministers later this
year, which is a fairly normal thing and involves many of
the pieces we are already working on, but that it essentially
revolves around three areas: rationalization, inneroperability
and flexibility, and that MeAuliffe, Leger, Boman or I
would kind of keep him posted on the pieces of that if he
would like that. He pointed out, of course, that that has
to be on a personal basis for him, but that he is then able
to keep his friends in Paris posted so that people who describe
unpleasant motives to what is being done up here can be dis-
abused of that on a knowledgeable basis as they go along.
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I saw de Rose on September 16, 1974, at 10:05 a.m. and 
executed the instructions in that cable. Ho'wever, the 
last part on the de Rose channel we have not executed. 
You should see me about that after Bowman finishes doing 
a cable on my meeting with de Rose. 

In MY meeting "lith de Rose t all I did ''laS give him the 
Washington answer, for which he was grateful, then I went 
on and told him we w'ere going to be recommending some 
l~nisterial guidance for the Defense Ministers later this 
yea:r, which is a fairly nomal thing and involves ma~ of 
the pieces we are already ''lorking on, but that it essentially 
revolves around three areas: rationalization, inneroperabili ty 
and flexibility, and that McAuliffe, Leger" Bovnnan or I 
would kind of keep him posted on the pieces of that if he 
would like that. He pointEh1. out, of course, that tho.t has 
to be on a personal basis for him, but that he is then able 
to keep his friends in Paris posted so that people ,v-ho describe 
unpleasant moti vas to what is being done up here can be dis
abused of that on a knoifledgeable ba.sis as they go along. 
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